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Rahu And Ketu Transit On 23 September 2020

Rahu And Ketu Transit On 23 September 2020.
With the change of Rahu and Ketu planet in September 2020, the fortune of many
zodiacs signs will reverse.
The most mysterious planet of astrology, Rahu, is moving location next month on 23
September 2020. On this day, Rahu will transit from Gemini to Taurus and will remain in
Taurus till 12 April 2022. According to astrologer Acharya V Shastri, Rahu and Ketu move
always in the Retro direction, while the Sun is the only planet that always moves straight.
This change of Rahu is one of the biggest astrological events of this year. In such a situation,
it will be strong on every sign. With this, while some will have to be educated, the fate of
some will open suddenly.
Effects of transit in Rahu's Taurus ...
1. Aries: Best Astrologer in Delhi NCR, Astrologer Acharya V Shastri is Top Famous Astrologer in Delhi NCR,

The transit of Rahu will be in the second house from your zodiac, at this time you will have
to control your expenses and speech. It will also give you some auspicious results. You are
likely to get great results in many areas. Its effect will increase your courage. But in married
life you will be in a state of confusion. Overall, this transit will be mixed for you. You may
have to travel in vain. During this, do not have differences with anyone, otherwise you may
have to face loss.
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To avoid problems: Remedy -

Recite Shri Hanuman Chalisa 9 times daily.

2. Taurus:

Rahu's transit will be in your own zodiac, during this transit you can fall prey to some kind
of misconception and mental stress will remain without any talk. May also arise. At this
time, speak everything thoughtfully.
To avoid problems: Remedy -

Read Shri Ashta Lakshmi Ji daily.

3. Gemini:

This transit will be good for traveling abroad but it will not be good for excessive expenses.
Due to this you may face physical and mental problems. During this time you will have
difficulty in making decisions. Also you have to take care of your health. Your work in the
workplace can also be interrupted, as well as the officers will not be supported. Concerns
about family issues may increase. Definitely avoid making any decisions; otherwise you will
be at a loss.
Remedies for troubles: Remedy -

Recite Shri Mahavishnu Stotram Ji daily.

4. Cancer: contact for consultant with Genuine Astrologer with expert of future predictions for his clientele.
Contact for marriage, career, love, health and other issues,

Rahu's transit will be in the eleventh house from your zodiac sign. This time will be much
better for the economic situation. With the fulfillment of your dreams related to wealth, a
new identity will be created in your society. There will be new projects related to business in
which you have to work honestly. The money held at this time can be returned. But you have
to be careful in everything. You should not fall into anyone's confusion and misleading, keep
working hard and you will definitely get success. Some problems related to the child may
bother you. At this time, you should pay special attention to food and security and leave the
house with safety.
Remedies for troubles: Remedy -

Recite Shri Kubera Mantra Ji regularly.

5. Leo:

Rahu will transit in the tenth house from your zodiac sign. In this time you can get into some
confusion about the work. But, this transit of Rahu can increase your income. With the
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auspicious effects of Rahu you are also likely to get achievement in your field of work.
Domestic confusion can give you mental stress, so work with peace. Do not encourage
meaningless things. Your income may decline, which may cause your work to get stuck.
To avoid troubles:

Remedy - Perform the aarti of Shri Lakshmi ji daily.

6. Virgo:

Rahu will be in the ninth house from you in this transit. This will increase your interest in
spiritual activities and will also be a coincidence of religious visits. Avoid any differences
with your father and take care of his health as well. Work done in the workplace can be
spoiled. Interest in the field of spirituality will increase. You may face obstacles in the
workspace. Take every step thoughtfully. There can be an argument with someone in the
office. There will be increased interest towards religious works.
To avoid troubles: Remedy

- Perform the aarti of Shri Vishnu ji daily.

7. Libra zodiac:

Be prepared to face challenges. Your moral values ??may decline. Due to transit, you will
suddenly be interested in some research and will have the opportunity to go abroad. You will
have to rely on your own hard work instead of luck. There can be fluctuations in the
economic situation. A plan can be made to travel with the family.
To avoid troubles: Remedy

- Perform Shri Ganapati ji's aarti daily.

8. Scorpio:

Due to Rahu's transit in the seventh house, from this time you will be tense about your
marital life, due to any kind of misunderstanding, there can be a mutual distance. Use caution
when driving. You may face money related problems, maybe you take a loan from someone.
During this time, you should not fall under any kind of scheme. Keep distance from the
vehicle and take full care of your family's health with you.
To avoid troubles: Remedy

- Perform the aarti of Shri Mahadev Ji daily.

9. Sagittarius:

At this time the transit of Rahu will be in the sixth sign from Taurus in Taurus. In this sense
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Rahu gives very auspicious results and gives victory over enemies. If a case was going on in
the court, this Rahu will give you victory. Special care has to be taken for health. Will meet
an old friend. Rahu can cause confusion in marital life. Will have to be restrained on speech.
To avoid troubles: Remedy -

Recite the Shri Guru Gayatri Mantra.

10. Capricorn:

At this time, Rahu's transit will feel like confusion in thinking and will feel weak in taking
decisions. Due to a misunderstanding with the child, stress can occur. Many kinds of
thoughts will come to mind, but take the decision thoughtfully and only on the advice of a
knowledgeable person. There may be a dispute with older siblings in the family. Problems
can arise in married life. Take any decision thoughtfully.
To avoid troubles: Remedy -

Recite the Shri Shani Gayatri Mantra.

11. Aquarius:

There may be some dissatisfaction with family life along with lack of happiness. At the same
time, you may have to move away from the family due to busyness. In such a situation, give
your family all your time, so that you can remain in love between you. Take special care of
your mother's health. There can be a dispute about a third person in the life of married
people. You will get to hear pleasant news from children.
Remedies for troubles: Remedy

- Recite Shri Rudra Mantra.

12. Pisces:

This transit of Rahu will remove all your troubles and will increase enthusiasm and selfconfidence. This time will also be good for doing new work. During this time, you have to be
patient. Stay in constant contact with siblings and avoid any confrontation or debate. You
can be a victim of mental illnesses. The last months of the year will be very auspicious for
starting new work.
To avoid troubles: Remedy -

Recite the Shri Gayatri Mantra.
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India's Top Astrologers Online - Live Astrology Consultation
India's Famous Astrologers, Tarot Readers, Numerologists on a Single Platform. Call Us
Now. Call Certified Astrologers instantly on Dial199 - India's #1 Talk to Astrologer
Platform. Expert Live Astrologers. 100% Genuine Results.
Read On Website
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